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1.1

Thematic session: Quality of life (Grote zaal)

Nijboer

Measuring subjective quality of life in people with locked-in syndrome: a comparison of two instruments.

Meuleman

Health-related quality of life trajectories during predialysis care and associations with illness perceptions.

Willemse

Applying the Common Sense Model in predicting quality of life in Alopecia Areata.

De Vries

Comprehensively measuring subjective well-being: dimensionality analysis for improved outcome assessment.

Custers

Quality of life, fatigue and mental health in patients with the m.3243A > G mutation.

1.2

Symposium: The psychology of eating-related behavior (Paviljoenzaal)

Zamariola

Predictors of attentional bias for (un)healthy food: the role of external eating and nutrition involvement.

Mulders

How do people respond to nutrition claims on vegetables? A quantitative and qualitative analysis.

Almudena Claassen Future me wants me to be healthy: thinking about the future reduces snack food intake.
Chang

Being mindful can reduce willingness to eat both healthy and unhealthy food.

Alblas

Food commercial exposure influencing goal activation in (un)restrained eaters high and low in self-regulatory success.

1.3

Thematic session: Implicit processes in health psychology (Nooterzaal)

Schakel

Optimizing health behavior intentions with serious games: an experimental study.

Van der Laan

Motivational salience and higher order goals influence reflexive saccades towards food: an eye-tracking study.

Muschalik

The role of implicit attitudes in intention and physical activity behavior: a longitudinal study.

Wiers

Cognitive Bias Modification and addiction, What have we learned?

Adriaanse

Explaining unexplainable food choices.

1.4

Symposium: Personalized Health inspired by technology (Gerbrandszaal)

Bode

Blended interventions for personalized health: is this the way patients and professionals like to go?

Engelbertink

Autobiographic writing for social work students supported by persuasive technology.

Crutzen

So close, no matter how far? Perceived distance and attitudinal shift in an online context.

Sieverink

Log data analyses to personalize eHealth technology: predictors for adherence.

Schotanus Dijkstra

Cost-effectiveness of an early intervention to promote flourishing and prevent anxiety and depression.

Program ARPH 2017 sessions Thursday February 2nd 2017, 14:00 – 15:30

2.1

Thematic session: Transplantation and donation (Nooterzaal)

Klinkenberg

Barriers and motivations for donating blood in an ethnically diverse group in Chicago.

Bosch

Inflammation and circulating LPS are independent predictors of depressive symptoms and fatigue in stable kidney
transplant recipients.

Wirken

Healthcare professionals’ judgment or donor’s self-report? Prediction of impaired longer-term HRQoL of living kidney
donors.

Van Lint

The safety and usability of self-monitoring creatinine after kidney transplantation: results of a clinical trial.

Huisintveld

How cognitive personality factors predict the perceived barriers and capability to donate blood or plasma.

2.2

Symposium: Placebo and nocebo effects on health (Gerbrandszaal)

Porsius

Profiling nocebo responses to high-voltage power lines.

Meeuwis

Effects of open-label verbal suggestions on itch .

Jacobs

Preventing adverse information effects: self-affirmation improved cognitive performance and diminished problem
reporting for cancer patients.

Peerdeman

Expectations regarding medication: the importance of how medication is administered and which symptom is
targeted.

2.3

Thematic session: Psychological factors in oncology (Paviljoenzaal)

Wu

How do the media communicate cancer with us: a content analysis in UK Newspaper and Facebook.

Van Ee

Older women dealing with breast cancer: a challenge or part of the game?

Köhle

Web-based self-help intervention for partners of cancer patients based on Acceptance and Commitment Therapy:
effect-study.

Ter Kuile

Cervical cancer survivors’ sexual distress, associated factors and sexual pain worry: a cross-sectional multicenter
study.

Bronner

Exploring anxiety at the point of cancer diagnosis.

2.4

Symposium: Psychological consequences after physical trauma (Grote zaal)

Mouthaan

Risk screening for PTSD after injury using early symptom checklists.

Karabatzakis

Prevalence and course of psychosocial problems following physical trauma: a systematic review.

E. Visser

Course and treatment of acute and post-traumatic stress and a patients’ perspective after physical trauma.

Hafkamp

The influence of expectations on satisfaction in patients with physical trauma.

A. Visser

Treatment of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) in prostate cancer patients.

